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Do you believe that Crop Circles are the works of artists?

The amazing "Crop Circle" was regarded as an artist's prank. However, do you
really believe it is the artwork of an artist? At least we doubt it. God knows how
many things the government been hidden. At least in the plot of science fiction
movies, the government is trying to hide mysterious events, and these rumors
have no substance.

Based on the tons of aerial photographs, I created this deck of cards, "The Crop
Circle," to commemorate this event. Although it is been a long time, I still do not
fully believe the results of the event. At least this design can always remind me to
dare to think and challenge everything I encounter.

"The Crop Circle" will become a rare deck of cards. The number of copies will
be limited to 1000, which will be printed by Hong Kong Yuhua Poker Co., Ltd. It
will be an international standard for flower cut size and good quality.

All the designs are based on the design of the wheat field. Two memorial cards
were added, one with the name of "God's Seal". Another quotes a famous British
logician:
"Only large-scale skepticism can reveal the curtain separating us from the truth".

"To All,
We will encounter a lot of amazing things in our lives. Maybe these are not yet in
our knowledge. At this time, some people need to try to make them look
reasonable, but it does not mean that this must be the truth of the matter. Anyone
can push history forward, unless we are mentally slack and don't doubt it, but it
will be boring. Thank you for daring to doubt everything. Maybe you can help
everyone around you. This deck of cards once again pays tribute to the great
philosopher, Mr. Bertrand Arthur William Russell."
- Lee
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